• 5G networks will be characterized by an increased protocol overhead in order to ensure security, privacy, and provenance, including through access to Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) [4] .
II. SEMANTIC-PLANE FILTERING AND CONTROL
In light of the above trends, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , we propose to move away from the current protocol architecture whereby the semantic interface between users, sensors, and actuators is limited to the application layer. Instead, in the proposed architecture, the protocol stack is augmented with a semantic plane that provides a common interface between, on the one end, users, sensors, and actuators, and, on the other end, all layers of the protocol stack. The semantic plane carries out signal processing and filtering of information at all layers of the protocol stack by means of its access to edge/ cloud intelligence, data centers, as well as DLT in the form of blockchains or smart contract ledgers. The semantic plane also controls information flow between layers through a welldefined software interface.
The semantic plane extracts information from data streams at all layers of the protocol by means of ML/AI pattern recognition algorithms implemented at edge or core cloud platforms. The extracted information can be used to:
• filter irrelevant or untrusted streams by cross-checking against the state of the ML/AI models or trusted ledgers; • control the operation of the communication protocol; or • control connected actuators and sensors. As a result of semantic filtering, both semantic and protocol overheads can be potentially significantly reduced, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Furthermore, semantic control of all layers of the protocol stack can enable a more efficient use of communication and computing resources and potentially allow the introduction of new applications.
III. EXAMPLES OF THE SEMANTIC PLANE FUNCTIONALITY
Specific examples of the applications of the proposed semantic plane include the following:
• Physical-layer provenance filtering: Validate data provenance using radio fingerprinting or location-based authentication through baseband signal processing (see, e.g., [5] ). This reduces protocol overhead by removing the need for higher-layer operations, and it also reduces semantic overhead by filtering out insecure links.
• Physical-layer computing: Compute aggregated statistics by means of physical-layer computing, hence reducing semantic and protocol overheads by avoiding the need to transmit separate data points [6] - [8] .
• Physical-layer remote radio control: Allow access to physical resources by means of smart locks accessed via radio signatures controlled through smart contracts. For example, once rent is paid, a smart contract controls the physical layer transmission of a radio signature to open a smart lock [9] . This results in reduced protocol overhead and it enables new applications.
• Physical-layer integration of mmwave/THz radar and communication: Use the same radio interface for both radar and communications [10] , hence increasing efficiency and enabling new applications such as gesturebased interfaces.
• MAC-layer retransmission control: Retransmit only data that is expected to be still relevant on the basis of the internal state of ML/AI models (see, e.g., [11] ), hence reducing protocol and semantic overhead.
• Network-layer traffic-based routing: Classify traffic on the basis of its network-level traces (see, e.g., [12] ) and configure routers accordingly, hence reducing protocol overhead.
• Transport-layer semantic-based access and congestion control: Inject data in the network only when relevant and trusted, hence reducing semantic overhead. A notable example is given by sensors and actuators that operate on the basis of input from local or cloud-based predictive models. Accordingly, based on past data collected by sensors and actuators, an ML/AI module can instruct a sensor on how to carry out sampling and transmission and can inform an actuator of any change in its control module only when the local model is outdated.
• Application-level aggregation for DLT transactions: Aggregate transactions from multiple applications running on a device or a network node in a single verifiable unit (e.g., block) prior to communications within a distributed ledger for, e.g., financial transactions or smart contracts, hence reducing the protocol overhead.
• Intent-based networking: Upon receiving users' instructions via natural language or visual interfaces, the network automatically reconfigure itself at all layers of the protocol stack in order to carry out the described task in the most efficient manner.
IV. OUTLOOK
A standardization of the semantic plane architecture would by and large revolve around the definition of effective interfaces between communication layers and application programming interfaces towards users, actuators, and devices. A successful definition would provide enough flexibility to enable applications such as those listed above without causing excessive inefficiencies that would offset the potential gains discussed above. The availability of well-defined software interfaces for semantic filtering and control could in fact invalidate the current "next-G" paradigm for mobile wireless evolution and standardization, ushering in an era of continuous "open-source" improvements and extensions.
